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Abstract. Aldwych is a general purpose programming which we have developed in order to
provide a mechanism for practical programming which can be thought of in an inherently
concurrent way. We have described Aldwych elsewhere [Hunt 00] in terms of a translation
to a concurrent logic language. However, it would be more accurate to describe it as
translating to a simple operational language which, while able to be represented in a logic-
programming like syntax, has lost much of the baggage associated with “logic
programming”. This language is only a little more complex than foundational calculi such
as the pi-calculus. Its key feature is that all variables are moded with a single producer, and
some are linear allowing a reversal of polarity and hence interactive communication.
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Introduction
It has been noted since the observations of Landin [Land 64] that a complex
programming language can be understood by showing a translation into a tiny core
language which captures the essential mechanisms of its programming, style. This idea
has been most influential in the field of functional programming languages which can be
considered as just “sugared lambda-calculus”. Modern computing, however, tends to be
about interaction as much as calculation. An early attempt to build a programming
language based on an abstract model of interaction was occam with its basis in CSP
[Fay 84]. More recently, the pi-calculus [MPW 92] has received much attention as the
suggested basis for a model of interactive computing. Unlike CSP, the pi-calculus is a
name-passing calculus, meaning that communication channels can themselves be passed
along communication channels, leading to the communication topology changing
dynamically as code is executed. There have been some attempts to build languages
which are “sugared pi-calculus”, most notably PICT [Pi&Tu 00], but even when sugared
this model seems to be difficult for programmers to use practically.

We have been working on building a programming language with an abstract concurrent
model which uses the concept of shared single-assignment variables rather than
pi-calculus’s channels. It is another name-passing calculus, since a variable may be
assigned a value which is a tuple containing variables. Our work in this area sprang from
earlier work in concurrent logic languages [Hu&Ri 99]. Although these languages have
been proposed as practical programming languages in their own right, with an application
area in parallel programming [Fo&Ta 89], our experience with them suggested they had
serious defects. Firstly, their lack of structure meant it was difficult to scale them up from
toy examples to large scale use. Secondly, in their attempt to emulate the logic
programming style of Prolog, they led to programs where the data flow could not easily
be detected. This was despite the fact that in reality programmers in them almost always
had an intended mode for every variable with a single producer [Ueda 96].
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We considered building a programming language which compiles to an underlying
concurrent logic form, but which has a rich set of “derived forms” to enable more
practical programming. Although this is not a new idea (see [Davi 93] for a survey),
unlike previous attempts to build logic-programming based object-oriented languages,
our intention was not to “combine” object-orientation with logic programming. Rather,
we felt the very simple underlying operational model of the concurrent logic languages
would be a good core language for developing a richer language which made no claims
itself to be logic-oriented but which enabled practical programs to be written in a style
where concurrency is a natural feature rather than an awkward add-on extra.

This language is being developed under the name “Aldwych” and we describe some of its
features elsewhere [Hunt 03]. Early in the development of Aldwych it became clear that a
key feature would be for all variables to be moded, that is with a single producer
identified clearly by the syntax and one or more consumers. Another key feature was the
division of variables into linear and non-linear, where non-linear variables have a single
consumer as well as a single producer. This enables the consumer-producer relationship
to be reversed with ease.

Many of the complexities of implementing the concurrent logic languages disappear
when moding can be guaranteed, and when there is also a clear indication of which
variables are linear implementation can be even more efficient [Ueda 00]. Since the
modes and linearity of variables in the language to which Aldwych compiles can be
guaranteed, there is no need for any mechanisms to analyse it. In fact the underlying
language represents such a dramatic simplification of committed choice logic languages,
which in turn are a dramatic simplification of the logic programming model (see
[Tick 95] for a discussion of the paring down of logic programming features or “de-
evolution” of logic programming in the search for efficient concurrent implementation)
that it no longer makes sense to give references to it which emphasise and elaborate on its
more complex logic programming ancestry.

The purpose of this paper, therefore, is to describe the underling operational model of the
language into which Aldwych compiles in a way that does not attempt to link it to more
general concepts of logic programming or describe stages in its de-evolution which are
no longer relevant to its current state. The model can be described in terms of a few
reduction rules. Full Aldwych is described in terms of “derived forms” which translate to
the simpler model here, thus this paper complements our previous papers which describe
those derived forms.

A Relational Language
In a conventional imperative language, the computation

f(g(x),y)

is taken as a command that the code for g with argument x  is fully evaluated and gives a
value which becomes the first argument to f . The same applies in a strict functional
language. We can regard the construct as a shorthand for evaluating g(x) , putting the
result in a variable and using that variable as the first argument for f :

z<-g(x); f(z,y)
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where the semi-colon is a sequencing operator, all code before the semi-colon is
completed before code after it is executed.

Suppose we replace the sequencing operator by one which doesn’t have the property of
ordering computations, let us use a comma:

z<-g(x), f(z,y)

We could now, given a suitable architecture, evaluate g(x)  and f(z,y)  in parallel. The
variable z  could be regarded as a “future” [Hals 85]. The computation f(z,y)  may use
it as a placeholder, passing it to other computations or incorporating it into data structures
while g(x)  is still computing its value. The computation f(z,y)  will suspend,
however, if it needs to know the actual value of z  in order to progress.

We could flatten code out, replacing all embedded calls f(x 1,…,x n)  by a variable y
with the call y<-f(x 1,…,x n)  occurring beforehand. If the call y<-f(x 1,…,x n)  is
always placed before the call which has y  as an argument, and the calls are executed in
order we will obtain strict order evaluation in functional programming terms. We could
however execute the calls in some other order, possibly involving some parallelism. If we
use the comma operator as above, then the only necessary sequencing is that imposed by
the necessity for a computation to suspend if it needs to know the value of a variable until
that value has been computed.

Note that the possibility of parallelism does not imply its necessity. The extreme
alternative to the conventional sequential execution of

z<-g(x), f(z,y)

is that f(z,y)  is evaluated while g(x)  is suspended, and g(x)  is only evaluated if
f(z,y)  suspends due to the need to know the value of z . Suppose we employ the
convention that the rightmost computation is picked for progression, but if it needs the
value of a variable and that variable has not yet been given a value, the computation that
gives that variable a value is picked, and if that one is also suspended due to the need to
know the value of another variable, the computation which gives that variable a value is
picked and so on. We will then obtain what is known in functional programming as “call-
by-need” or “lazy evaluation”. The advantage to this is that if a computation gives a value
to a variable but there is no computation left which has that variable as an argument, that
computation can be abandoned without evaluation.

Clark and Gregory [Cl&Gr81] suggested a “relational language” which worked like the
above description of a flattened functional language, with no suggested ordering on
computations apart from that imposed by computations suspended while waiting for
others to bind variables. The intention, however, was that the potential parallelism would
be exploited. This language was influenced by logic programming in that the function
call assignment to a variable y<- f (x 1 ,…,x n)  was written as a relation
r(x 1,…,x n,y) . Logic programming in its Prolog form and most other varieties does
not have a concept of a direction on variables, whereas in functional programming all
variables have a direction with just one computation that can write to them. Clark and
Gregory’s relational language imposed a direction on variables by giving a mode
declaration to its relations, so the above relation r  would have mode r(m 1,…,mn,m n+1)
with m1 to mn being ? meaning “input” and mn+1 being ̂  meaning “output”. Furthermore,
it insisted that each variable have just one producer, though it may have many consumers.
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So a computation would consist of a collection of relations which shared variables, but
each variable had to occur exactly once in the position in a relation which had mode
declaration ̂ .

The result of this directionality was that the arguments were “strong” [Greg 87]. That is,
for each argument of a relation call, the argument was either completely constructed by
that call (if an output argument) or by another call (if an input argument). The right to set
a variable to a value remained solely with one relation call, that relation call might set the
variable to a structure containing further variables, but it had either to take those variables
from its own input variables or set up new relation calls to construct their values.

The result appeared to be a rather restricted syntax for first order functional
programming. Lacking embedded function calls there was a proliferation of variables
introduced merely to take the result of one call and make it an argument to another. The
lack of facilities for higher order functions might be considered a serious weakness given
the importance which many advocates of functional programming give them [Hugh 89].
However, the making of all variables used for communication explicit, and the flat
structure of computations with a single environment of variables, led to an attractively
simple programming model. As we shall show below, it also had the advantage of being
able to handle non-determinism with ease whereas this is a problem in functional
programming.

Non-Determinism
Since the programming model does not rely on the lambda-calculus of functional
programming it can cope with situations where there is more than one way of progressing
a computation. As an example, consider the following declaration:

#p(x,y)->z
{
 x=a || z=b;
 y=c || z=d;
:
     || z=e
}

The syntax used here is not the Prolog-like one of Clark and Gregory’s relational
language, but one we have developed and will describe further in this paper. It is used so
that programs in this core language will be a subset of the full Aldwych language. The #
is used to denote the introduction of a new procedure name (we will use this term rather
than “relation”). Input and output modes are denoted by separating them in the procedure
heading, so that if the heading is #p(u 1,…,u m)->(v 1,…vn)  then u1,…,u m have input
mode, and v 1,…vn have output mode; we omit the brackets around v 1,…vn when n is 1,
and we omit ->  and the brackets when n is 0.

The description of a procedure consists of a list of sets of rules. A set of rules is enclosed
by braces, with a semicolon as the separator between rules, and note for convenience
“ }:{ ” denoting the end of one set and the start of another may be written “;: ”. Each
rule consists of two parts, a left-hand side (lhs) and a right-hand side (rhs). The lhs
contains tests of variable values (“asks” in terminology introduced by Saraswat [Sara 91]
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and widely used in the concurrent logic programming community)  and the rhs contains
variable assignments (in Saraswat’s terminology “tells”). So x=a , where x  is a variable
and a a constant means “wait until x  is given a value and test that it is a” in the lhs and
“set x  to a” in the rhs.

The first set of rules in the procedure p above means that a call p(u,v)->w  will set w to
b if u gets set to a, and will set w to d if v  gets set to c . If both u is set to a and v  is set
to c , w could be set to either b or d. A functional programming computation, whether
strict or lazy, would insist that u be evaluated before proceeding either to assign b to w or
to go on to test the value of v . In a parallel setting, however, we may have u and v  being
computed in parallel and be content to react accordingly depending on which
computation finishes first without being forced to wait for the other. Having received the
news that u  is set to a , we could kill off the computation of v  if there is no other
computation that has v  as an input argument, and similarly we could kill the computation
of u if we receive the news that v  is set to b [Gr&Pa 81].

The multiple sets of rules in our notation mean that the conditions for rules to apply can
be tested sequentially if that is required. If and only if the conditions for none of the rules
in the first set applies, the second set is used, and so on. In the above example there are
only two sets, and the last set has a single rule with an empty lhs meaning no conditions
are required for its application. So in our call if both u becomes set to something other
than a , and v  becomes set to something other than c , the final set of rules is used and
causes w to be set to e.

If there is always a final rule set consisting of a single unconditional rule, a relation call
in our notation can never fail. This contrasts with Prolog where failure due to no
applicable rules is a natural part of the system and causes computation to backtrack to the
point where a previous non-deterministic choice was made, and to change the choice
made there. Such a backtracking may be practical in the single-processor sequential
computation like Prolog, but is impractical in a concurrent or parallel system where one
non-determinate choice may have sparked off several distributed computations, and
impossible if the variable is linked to an effect on some physical system in the real world:
the real world does not backtrack. We discuss in more detail the arguments against non-
determinism combined with backtracking (termed “don’t know non-determinism”
[Kowa 79]) in an earlier work [Hu&Ri 99], although doubt over the usefulness of
automated backtracking in programming languages can be found much earlier than that
[Su&Mc 72].

Back Communication
Handling non-determinism is one aspect where a relational as opposed to functional
approach to programming languages gives increased power, particularly in a concurrent
setting. Another is the “logic variable” [Hari 99] used to provide “back communication”
[Greg 87]. Building on the relational language described above, the idea here is that the
input-output modes are weakened. In particular, a computation may bind a variable to a
structure containing further variables, but leave a computation which inputs that structure
to provide a value for some of those variables. The relational language of Clark and
Gregory was developed into Parlog which provided such back communication, at the
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same time a number of similar languages were developed which were given the general
name “committed choice logic languages” [Shap 89].

Given back communication, the mode system of the relational language broke down.
Parlog’s mode system applied only to the arguments of a relation at top level, and not to
the individual components of structured arguments. It existed only to enable Parlog
programs to have a more superficial appearance to Prolog programs where assignment to
variables is done through pattern matching with clause heads. The other committed
choice logic languages used explicit assignment operators to give values to variables, as
did Parlog when the variables were arguments to tuples used for back communication.
The languages ended up as modeless – there was no syntactic way of discovering which
computation could actually assign a value to a variable, in fact the possibility of several
different computations being able to bind a single variable was opened up, and handled in
a variety of different ways. This then necessitated elaborate mechanisms to rediscover
intended modes in code, since practice revealed that programmers almost always
intended every variable to have just one computation that could write to it, and
knowledge of the intended moding could greatly improve the efficiency of
implementation [Ueda 96].

In our notation, we extend moding to the terms of compound arguments. On the lhs we
have x=t(i 1,…i m)  meaning a test that x  is bound to a tuple with tag t  and m arguments
i 1…im, all of which are taken to have input mode (that is, they will be assigned by the
computation which is giving a value to x ). On the rhs x=t(i 1,…i m)  means that x  is
assigned a tuple with tag t  and m arguments i 1…im, all with input mode, that is the
computation which does the assignment must have i k as an argument or must provide
another computation which gives i k a value. We also allow x=t(i 1,…i m)->(o 1,…on)
on the lhs, where o1,…,o n are output variables, meaning that the computation which has
this test must provide values for o 1 ,…,o n  in the rhs of the rule. We allow
x=t(i 1,…i m)->(o 1,…on)  on the rhs, meaning that o1,…,o n will be used in  the rhs,
but that a computation which takes in the value of x  will give values to o1,…,o n.

As an example, consider the following:

#map(xs)->(ys,f)
{
 xs=cons(x,xs1) || f=ask(x,cont)->y,

map(xs1)->(ys1,cont),
ys=cons(y,ys1);

 xs=empty || ys=empty, f=done
}

#square(queries)
{
 queries=ask(u,cont)->v || v<-u*u, square(cont);
 queries=done ||
}

with the following initial computations:

map(list1)->(list2,stream), square(stream)
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The result of executing this will be that a list in variable list1  composed of tuples with
tag cons , first argument an integer and second argument a further list (with empty
indicating the empty list) is taken as input, and a square function is mapped onto it to
produce the list in list2 . This shows how back communication can be used to obtain a
higher-order function effect. The input of a function is represented by the output of a
stream of queries taking the form ask(i,cont)->o , where i  is the argument to the
function, o  the result, and cont  a continuation giving further queries to the same
function, or set to done  if the function is not to be used any more. The code is not
elegant, but the point is the higher order effect can be achieved within this model, and
could be incorporated in to a language which is based on this model but uses derived
forms to cover commonly used patterns at a more abstract level for use in practical
programming.

However, this back communication leads to the problem that since a variable may occur
in several input positions, if it is set to a tuple which includes output arguments, those
output arguments will be become duplicated. Each of the computations which takes the
tuple as an input could become a writer to its output arguments. One way of avoiding
this, adopted for example in the logic programming language Janus [SKL 90], was to
insist that every variable must be linear, that is occur in exactly one input position and
one output position. This however acts as a considerable constraint on the power of the
language, meaning that we cannot use variables as “futures” in the Multilisp way
[Hals 85].

Our solution to the problem is to adopt a system which involves both modes and linearity.
So arguments to a procedure or to a tuple may be one of four types: input-linear, output-
linear, input-non-linear and output-non-linear. Only a linear variable may be assigned a
tuple value which contains output arguments or linear arguments either input or output. A
non-linear variable may only be assigned constants or tuples all of whose arguments are
input non-linear. In the above example, the arguments f  to map and queries  to
square  should be denoted as linear, as should the variable cont  in the first rule for
map and the first rule for square .

Computation
We can now describe our operational model in more detail. A computation in our
notation consists of a set of procedure calls which take the form
p(i 1,…,i m)->(o 1,…,o n) , m,n≥0, where each i h and ok are variable names, and a set
of variable assignments which take the form either v=t  or v<-u . In the variable
assignments, v  and u  are variables, and t  is a term which takes the form
s (i 1,…,i m)->(o 1,…,o n) , m,n≥0, where each i h and o k   1≤h≤m,1≤k≤n are variable
names, and s  is a “term tag”, that is an atomic value. For notational convenience in a
term, if n is 1 the second set of brackets are omitted, if n is 0 the -> is also omitted, and if
m is 0 the first set of brackets is omitted.

The moding is used to ensure that every variable occurs exactly once in an output
position, where an output position is v  in v = t  or v<-u , or o k , 1≤k ≤n , in
p(i 1,…,i m)->(o 1,…,o n) , or ok, 1≤k ≤n , in v=s (i 1,…,i m)->(o 1,…,o n) . A non-
linear variable may occur in any number of input positions, but every linear variable must
occur in exactly one input position, where an input position is i k , 1≤k ≤m, in
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p(i 1,…,i m)->(o 1,…,o n) , or i k, 1≤k ≤m, in v=s (i 1,…,i m)->(o 1,…,o n) , or u in
v<-u .

We can regard a procedure call p(t 1,…,t m)->(v 1,…,v n)  where t 1,…,t m are terms
a n d  v 1 , … , v n  a re  va r iab les ,  as  a  shor thand  fo r
p(i 1,…,i m)->(o 1,…,o n),i 1<=t 1,…,i m<=t m,v 1<-o 1,…,v n<-o n. Here v k<=t k is
v k<-t k  if t k  is a variable, otherwise it is v k=t k . The point of this is to give each
procedure call a fresh set of variables as its arguments. We also allow v<-e , where e is
an arithmetic expression involving variables. Similarly, assignment to a variable of a
tuple which contains non-variable arguments can be regarded as shorthand for an
assignment which contains only variable arguments with separate assignments of terms to
the arguments where necessary. So u=s(t 1,…,t m)->(v 1,…,v n) is considered
shorthand for u=s (i 1,…,i m)->(v 1,…,v n),i 1<=t 1,…,i m<=t m. An output argument
in a tuple or procedure call can only ever be a variable.

The first computation rule is that v<-u,u=t  transforms to v=t,u=t , written:

v<-u,u=t → v=t,u=t

There is no concept of ordering on the computations, so u=t,v<-u  also transforms to
v=t,u=t . Note that if u is a linear variable we can say v<-u,u=t  transforms to v=t ,
since v<-u  is the one input occurrence of u and u=t  the one output occurrence, and the
variable u thus occurs nowhere else. If u is a linear variable, then v<-u  is only allowed
if v  is also a linear variable, although v<-u  is allowed if v  is a linear variable but u is
not. Since u=t  where t  contains linear variables and/or output positions is only allowed
if u  is a linear variable, this ensures that output positions of any variable and input
positions of linear variables do not get duplicated.

We also have v<-u,u<-w  transforms to v<-w,u<-w  or

v<-u,u<-w  → v<-w,u<-w

Similar to above, if u is linear, we can transform v<-u,u<-w  to just v<-w .

Arithmetic is dealt with by the computation rule that v<-e  where e  is an arithmetic
expression transforms to v=n  when there are assignments u i =mi  for all variables in e,
and replacing each variable u i  by mi  in e and evaluating e gives n.

A procedure call p(i 1,…,i m)->(o 1,…,o n)  is linked to a set of rules initially given by
the procedure declaration for p, and we assume there is a universal fixed set of named
procedure declarations. Each procedure call produces a new copy of these rules, where if
the procedure heading is #p(u1,…,u m)->(v 1,…,v n) , any occurrence of uh, 1≤h≤m, in
the rules is replaced by i h, any occurrence of v k, 1≤k≤n, in the rules is replaced by ok,
and any other variable in the rules but not in the header is replaced by a fresh variable.
The replacement of a procedure call by a set of rules initialised with entirely fresh
variables can be regarded as a step in the computation.

The basic rule for procedure rewrite is that given x=a  and a set of rules including the rule
x=a||body , where a  is a constant, we rewrite the set of rules to body . Note that,
unlike the pi-calculus, the assignment is not consumed once used, in our notation
assignments can never be rescinded. We can show this by the computation rule:

x=a,{…;x=a||body;…}:… → x=a,body

We allow more than one test on the lhs, so we can generalise this to:
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x 1=a1,…,x n=an,{…;x 1=a1,…,x n=an||body;…}:… → x 1=a1,…,x n=an,body

The ordering of the assignments and the ordering of the tests is irrelevant, as is the
ordering of the rules in ,{…;x 1=a 1,…,x n=a n||body;…} . However, the rules
following “: ” in the rule set cannot be employed at this stage.

A rule is discarded if there is an assignment to a constant other than the one being tested
for in the rule:

x=a, {…; …,x=b,…||body; …}:… → x=a,{…;…}:… if a≠b

If all rules in the first set have been discarded, we can go on to consider the rules in the
second set:

{}:{rule 1;…;rule n}:… → {rule 1;…;rule n}:…

We allow rules with an empty lhs which rewrite unconditionally, so:

{…; ||body; …}:… → body

Another way of thinking of this is as individual assignments picking off tests from the lhs
of rules until a lhs becomes empty and the above rule applies, in which case we have:

x=a,{…; …,x=a,…||body; …}:… → x=a,{…;…,…||body;…}:…

Or, since ordering of rules and tests does not matter:

x=a,{x=a,T||body;R}:S → x=a,{T||body;R}:S

where T is a set of tests, R a set of rules, and S a list of sets of rules, and the existence of
computation rules to reorder T and R (but not S) is assumed. We have also

x=a,{x=b,T||body;R}:S → x=a,{R}:S if a≠b

{}:S → S

{T||body;R}:S  → body if T is the empty set

Here body  consists of further procedure calls and assignments which application of the
last computation rule above causes to be added to the top-level set of procedure calls and
assignments. The assignments in body  will then cause other sets of rules to become
rewriteable.

We allow ordering tests on the lhs of rules, which will fail if their arguments are not
numerical:

x=a,y=b,{x>y,T||body;R}:S → x=a,y=b,{T||body;R}:S if a>b

x=a,y=b,{x>y,T||body;R}:S → x=a,y=b,{R}:S if a≤b

x=a,{x>y,T||body;R}:S → x=a,{R}:S if a is not numerical

y=b,{x>y,T||body;R}:S → y=b,{R}:S if b is not numerical

Also a wait test allows suspension until a variable is bound to any value:

x=a,{wait(x),T||body;R}:S → x=a,{T||body;R}:S

and type tests give dynamic typing:

x=a,{integer(x),T||body;R}:S → x=a,{T||body;R}:S if a is an integer

x=a,{integer(x),T||body;R}:S → x=a,{R}:S if a is not an integer.
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Our computation rules, however, have not taken account of variables being assigned or
tested for tuples containing further variables. We will allow tests on the lhs of a rule of
the form x=s(i 1,…,i m)->(o 1,…,o n) , where m≥0 and n ≥0. The notational
convenience for omitting brackets described previously may again be used. The variable
names i 1,…,i m and o1,…,o n must all be variable names which do not occur in the
procedure heading. For the purposes of the describing the operational behaviour, all
arguments to tuples in tests must be variables. However, for notational convenience we
can write a input tuple argument in a test as a non variable, and take this as being
shorthand for introducing a separate variable and testing it, so x=s(…,t,…)->(…)  is
shorthand for x=s(…,y,…)->(…),y=t  where y  is a new variable name, and t  a term.

Given this, the computation rule for matching an assignment against a test is:

x=s(u 1,…,u m)->(v 1,…,v n),{x=s(i 1,…,i m)->(o 1,…,o n),T||body;R}:S →
x=s(u 1,…,u m)->(v 1,…,v n),{i 1<-u 1,…,i m<-u m,v 1<-o 1,…,v n<-o n,T||body;R}:S

Now we need to deal with x<-y  occurring on the lhs of tests (which can only occur
temporarily after the application of the above rule). If we are testing that x  has a
particular tuple value, and x  is matched against variable y , then we are testing that y  has
that pattern. So:

{x<-y,x=t,T||body;R}:S → {x<-y,y=t,T||x=t,body;R}:S

The movement of the assignment x=t  to the rhs of the rule is so that if this rule is used
for computation, any reference to x  in body  will be given the value t .

We must also take account of the other tests that may occur on the lhs, for example:

{x<-y,wait(x),T||body;R}:S → {x<-y,wait(y),T||body;R}:S

If the lhs of a rule consists only of variable assignments, there are no further tests, so the
rule can be applied but the variable assignments must be retained for use with body :

{x 1<-y 1,…,x n<-y n||body;R):S → x 1<-y 1,…,x n<-y n,body

Note that since a linear variable cannot be assigned to a non-linear variable, this rule is
conditional on there being no x i <-y i  where y i  is denoted as linear but x i  is not. If there
is such a match, the rule becomes inapplicable:

{x<-y,T||body;R}:S → {R}:S if y  is linear and x  is non-linear.

A rule also becomes non-applicable if it involves matching tuples of differing arities, or
tuples of differing tags:

x=s(u 1,…,u m)->(v 1,…,v n),{x=s(i 1,…,i p)->(o 1,…,o n),T||body;R}:S →
{R}:S if p≠m

x=s(u 1,…,u m)->(v 1,…,v n),{x=s(i 1,…,i m)->(o 1,…,o p),T||body;R}:S →
{R}:S if p≠n

x=s 1(u 1,…,u m)->(v 1,…,v n),{x=s 2(i 1,…,i m)->(o 1,…,o p),T||body;R}:S →
{R}:S if s 1≠s 2
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Procedure Structure
As already noted, a procedure consists of a header giving a name and two lists of
arguments, one for input, and one for output, followed by a list of sets of rules. Each rule
consists of a list of tests forming the lhs and a list of computations forming the rhs. A test
on the lhs takes the form x=s(u 1,…,u m)->(v 1,…,v n), with a small number of other
tests permitted, such as the comparison tests x>y , the wait test wait(x)  and dynamic
type tests. The computations on the rhs consist of assignments x < - y ,
x=s(u 1,…,u m)->(v 1,…,v n), and procedure calls p(u 1,…,u m)->(v 1,…,v n). Here x ,
y , each u i  and v j  are variable names. No other syntax is required, though a certain
amount of syntactic sugar may be used to make the notation more readable, such as using
a term instead of a variable, so that p(…,t,…)->(v 1,…,v n) is shorthand for
p(…,y,…)->(v 1,…,v n),y=t  on either the lhs or the rhs, with y  an otherwise unused
variable.

In order to ensure correct moding, with variables having exactly one producer, and in the
case of linear variables exactly one consumer, the following conditions apply in use of
variables:

1) In any test x=s(u 1,…,u m)->(v 1,…,v n) on the lhs, if n>0, or any u i  is indicated as
linear, x  must be linear. There will be a notational indication to show which variables are
to be treated as linear.

2) In any test x =s 1(u 1,…,u m)->(v 1,…,v n) on the lhs, x  must be either an input
argument to the procedure, or occur as one of the w i s in another test
y=s 2(w 1,…,w k)->(z 1,…,z h) on the same lhs.

3) Every output variable to the procedure, and every extra output variable in a rule, that is
one of the v i s in any x=s(u 1,…,u m)->(v 1,…,v n) on the lhs must be used in exactly
one output position on the rhs. An output position is x  in x=s(u 1,…,u m)->(v 1,…,v n)
or in x < - y , or any v i  in x =s(u 1 ,…,u m) ->(v 1 ,…,v n) or any v i  in
p(u 1,…,u m)->(v 1,…,v n).

4) If a linear variable occurs as x  in a test x=s(u 1,…,u m)->(v 1,…,v n) on the lhs, it
must not occur at all on the rhs.

5) Any input linear variable either from the procedure heading or occurring as one of the
u i s in a test x=s 1(u 1,…,u m)->(v 1,…,v n) on the lhs which does not occur in a test as
y  in y=s 2(w 1,…,w k)->(z 1,…,z h). on the lhs must be used exactly once in an input
position on the rhs. An input position is y  in x < - y  or any u i  in
x=s(u 1,…,u m)->(v 1,…,v n) or any u i  in p(u 1,…,u m)->(v 1,…,v n).

6) Any variable that occurs only on the rhs of a rule must occur in exactly one output
position. If it is a linear variable, it must also occur in exactly one input position,
otherwise it can occur in any number of input positions.

A new variable is introduced under condition 6 when a procedure call rewrites using one
of its rules. We refer to this as a “local variable”. If the variable is introduced with its
output occurrence as one of the v i s in p(u 1,…,u m)->(v 1,…,v n), the procedure has
itself set up a computation to give the variable a value. If, however, it is introduced as one
of the v i s in x =s(u 1,…,u m)->(v 1,…,v n) in the rhs where x  is not itself a local
variable, the variable will be given its value by the procedure which has x  as in input.
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This is a form of what is called “scope extrusion” in pi-calculus. Scope extrusion of read
access to a variable is given when it is used as one of the u i s in
x=s(u 1,…,u m)->(v 1,…,v n). If the procedure heading is p(i 1,…,i m)->(o 1,…,o n),
write access to a variable x  can also be passed out of the procedure by x<-i k and read
access passed out by oh<-x . Also if we have y=s(u 1,…,u m)->(v 1,…,v n) as a test on
the lhs, write access to a variable x  can also be passed out of the procedure by x<-u i  on
the rhs and read access passed out by v j <-x . Otherwise, access to a variable remains
private within the procedure where it was created and it cannot be interfered with by
another procedure.

Although values given to variables are not rescinded, condition 4 can be seen as dictating
consumption of a value sent on a linear variable considering it as a channel. If a rule with
a linear variable test is used to progress computation, that linear variable cannot be used
again, so in practice the assignment to it could be deleted. If a reference count is kept to
record the number of readers of a non-linear variable, the assignment to the non-linear
variable could in practice be deleted if that reference count drops to zero.

Dynamic Communication Topology
If a procedure call has output access to two variables X and Y (from here we will adopt
the convention that linear variables are indicated by an initial capital letter), with input
access to X and Y being two separate procedures, a direct communication channel can be
made between those two procedures. X=t1(c),Y=t2->c  will establish a one-way
communication channel from the call which inputs X to the call which inputs Y. If this
linking variable is itself linear, as in X=t1(C),Y=t2->C , a channel which may be
reversed in polarity is established.

Let us consider an extended example. We have a dating agency which for simplicity has
access to just one girl client and one boy client, shown by computation:

agency(Girl,Boy), girl()->Girl, boy()->Boy

Here an agency  call has two input linear variables, and a girl  and boy  call each
produce one linear output variable. The agency call must wait until both the girl and the
boy request an introduction. The boy’s request contains a channel on which he can send
his first message to the girl he is put in contact with, while the girl will send a request
which sends back a channel on which a message from a boy will be received. This is
programmed by:

#agency(Boy,Girl)
{
 Boy=ask(Channel1), Girl=ask->Channel2 || Channel2<-Channel1
}

The output linear variable of the girl  call is set to the input linear variable of the boy
call. Now we can set up code to let them communicate:

#girl()->Dating
{
 || Dating=ask->Channel, goodgirl(Channel)
}
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#boy()->Dating
{
 || Dating=ask(Channel), Channel=hello->Reply, goodboy(Reply);
 || Dating=ask(Channel), Channel=hello->Reply, badboy(Reply)
}

Sending a message on a channel and waiting for a reply is implemented by binding the
channel variable to a tuple containing just one variable of output mode, and then making
a call with that variable as input which suspends until the variable is bound. It can be seen
that the message a girl  call sends on the Dating  channel reverses the polarity of that
channel with the reversed channel renamed Channel , while the message a boy  call
send on Dating  keeps the polarity with Channel  being a continuation of the same
channel in the same direction.

For the sake of interest, we will let the boy  call become non-deterministically either a
goodboy  call or a badboy  call. A goodboy  call sends the message hello , waits for
the reply hi  back, then sends a kiss  message and waits for a kiss  message back.
When that happens it sends another kiss  message in reply and so long as a kiss
message is replied with a kiss  message this continues forever. A badboy  call sends a
bed  message when it receives a kiss  message. We show here a girl  call which can
only become a goodgirl  call, where a kiss  message is replied with a kiss  message,
but a bed  message is replied with a no  message that has no reply variable, thus ending
communication. Either type of boy  call, on receiving a no  message can do no more, the
call is terminated. Otherwise, the recursive calls represent a continuation of the call. Here
is how this is all programmed:

#goodboy(Channel)
{
 Channel=hi->Me || Me=kiss->Her, goodboy(Her);
 Channel=kiss->Me || Me=kiss->Her, goodboy(Her);
 Channel=no ||
}

#badboy(Channel)
{
 Channel=hi->Me || Me=kiss->Her, badboy(Her);
 Channel=kiss->Me || Me=bed->Her, badboy(Her);
 Channel=no ||
}

#goodgirl(Channel)
{
 Channel=hello->Me || Me=hi->Him, goodgirl(Him);
 Channel=kiss->Me || Me=kiss->Him, goodgirl(Him);
 Channel=bed->Me || Me=no
}

In the first two rules of each procedure here, Channel  is an input channel on which is
received a message which causes a reversal of polarity, so a message can be sent out on it
which again reverses its polarity to receive a further message in reply. Effective two-way
communication is established. A recursive call turns a transient computation into a long-
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lived process, the technique introduced by Shapiro and Takeuchi [Sh&Ta 83] to provide
object-based programming in a concurrent logic language.

An alternative way of setting up this scenario would be for the agency call to take the
initial initiative and send the boy  and girl  call a channel on which they communicate
rather then them having to request it. In this case, the agency , boy  and girl
procedures will be different although the goodboy , badboy  and goodgirl
procedures will remain the same. The initial set-up is:

agency->(Girl,Boy), girl(Girl), boy(Boy)

with procedures:

#agency->(Girl,Boy)
{
 || Girl=tell(Channel),Boy=tell->Channel
}

#girl(Dating)
{
 Dating=tell(Boy) || goodgirl(Boy)
}

#boy(Dating)
{
 Dating=tell->Girl || Girl=hello->Her,goodboy(Her);
 Dating=tell->Girl || Girl=hello->Her,badboy(Her)
}

A third way of setting it up would be for the boy  call to take the initiative while the
girl  call waits for the agency to communicate:

agency(Boy)->Girl ,boy()->Boy, girl(Girl)

with the code for the agency  procedure:

#agency(Boy)->Girl
{
 Boy=ask(Channel) || Girl=tell(Channel)
}

Here the boy  procedure used will be the same as the first version given above, and the
girl  procedure the same as the second.

These examples show how the communication topology can be dynamic. We initially
have a boy  and girl  call which both have a communication link with an agency  call,
but have no direct communication with each other. We show three different ways in
which a direct communication link can be obtained, one in which the boy  and girl  call
take the initiative jointly, another in which the agency  call takes the initiative, and the
third in which only the boy  call takes the initiative.

Note that the examples shown here have no final default rule, thus it could be argued the
whole program could fail if a call bound a variable to a value which its reader had no rule
to handle. However, moding means we can always add an implicit default rule to prevent
failure. In this rule, all output variables of the procedure are set to a special value
indicating an exception. All input linear variables become the input variable to a special
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exception-handling procedure, which for any tuple the variable becomes bound to sets all
output variables of the tuple to the special value indicating exception and makes all input
linear variables the argument to another call to this procedure.

Conclusions and Related Work
The work described here can be considered a presentation of the work done by Reddy
[Reddy 93] oriented towards a language that can be used for practical programming.
Reddy’s work is inspired by Abramsky’s computational interpretation [Abram 93] of
linear logic [Gira 87]. We extend Reddy’s typed foundation by allowing non-linear as
well as linear variables, but our typing extends only as far as is necessary for modes to
establish the single-writer multiple-reader property. Other attempts to build practical
programming languages which add linearity to concurrent logic programming, such as
Janus [SKL 90], have insisted that all variables be linear.

Our language could also be considered as a re-presentation of a committed choice logic
language [Shap 89] which avoids logic programming terminology or the attempt to
maintain some backward compatibility with Prolog that we argue elsewhere [Hunt 01]
was a contributing factor to these languages gaining little acceptance. Our strong moding
expressed in the syntax of the language makes programs much easier to understand since
it is always clear from where a variable receives its binding. It also means that the
problem of dealing with the rare possibility of more than one computation wishing to
bind a variable, which led to many of the variations discussed in [Shap 89], does not
occur.

Another computation model related to ours is Niehren’s delta-calculus [Nieh 96]. Like
our notation, the delta-calculus represents functions as relations with an explicit output
variable and an assignment operator. The delta-calculus also uses linear types to enforce
single assignment to variables. Unlike our language, the delta-calculus is higher order,
that is variables may be assigned procedure values and used as operands. Although our
language is first-order, we have shown elsewhere [Hunt 03] how the effect of higher
order functions can be obtained using the standard techniques for representing objects in
committed choice logic languages [Sh&Ta 83], a function can be considered as just an
immutable object which has only one method (application).

Our work originates from attempts to build an object-oriented language on top of
concurrent logic programming under the name “Aldwych” [Hunt 00]. Previous attempts
to do so [Davi 93] had been criticised for losing some of the flexibility of concurrent
logic programming [Kahn 89]. However these languages did have the benefit of being
much less verbose than the equivalent code expressed directly as concurrent logic
programming. Our intention was to have a syntax in which common patterns of using the
underlying concurrent logic language were captured, as little as possible of the
operational capability was lost, and the direct translation into concurrent logic
programming kept in order to maintain a clear operational semantics. Aldwych enables
procedures to be written and thought about in a style that resembles object-oriented
programming, and also in a style that resembles functional programming, with functions
that can be curried.
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Our use of linear variables arose from practical necessity, but its closeness to Reddy’s
work establishes a stronger theoretical justification for it. This paper originates from the
necessity to provide a clear description of the language underlying Aldwych. In previous
papers introducing Aldwych we have described it in terms of translation to a concurrent
logic language, but due to the plethora of such languages, and the mistaken belief that
they are “parallel Prologs”, our intention has not always been clear. In this paper we
define an operational semantics for the underlying language in terms of reduction rules
and under the assumption, which will be true in any translation from Aldwych, that all
variables are moded such that they will have a single writer which can be found using the
syntax of the language.
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